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In celebration of thirty years since the first publication of Eliyahu Goldrattâ€™s essential business

classic, HighBridge is proud to present an expanded audio edition of The Goal, featuring the original

novel, plus case study reviews, and the authorâ€™s highly regarded essay â€œStanding on the

Shoulders of Giants.â€• Also included is an audio archive exclusive featuring Eliyahu Goldratt in

conversation about the significance-both personal and professional-of his breakthrough work.Alex

Rogo is the manager of a failing manufacturing plant who receives an ultimatum from corporate

headquarters: Turn the situation around in three months or the plant will be scrapped. With help

from a mysterious mentor, Rogo discovers a revolutionary new way to do business-a way for people

in any field of endeavor to increase productivity, profitability, and personal fulfillment.The story of

Alexâ€™s fight to save his plant contains a serious message for all managers in industry and

explains the ideas which underline the Theory of Constraints (TOC) developed by Dr. Goldratt. First

published in 1984, The Goal has changed how America does business.
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Eliyahu Goldratt's "The Goal" is an entertaining novel and at the same time a thought provoking

business book. The story is about a plant manager, Alex Rogo, whose plant and marriage are going

downhill. He finds himself in the unenviable position of having ninety days in which to save his plant.

A fortuitous meeting with an old acquaintance, Jonah, introduces him to the Theory of Constrains

(TOC). He uses this new way of thinking to ...TOC postulates that for an organization to have an

ongoing process of improvement, it needs to answer three fundamental questions:1. What to



change?2. To what to change?3. How to cause the change?The goal is to make (more) money,

which is done by the following:1. Increase Throughput2. Reduce Inventory3. Reduce Operating

ExpenseGoldratt defines throughput (T) as the rate at which the system generates money through

sales. He also defines inventory (I) as everything the system invests in that it intends to sell.

Operating expense (OE) is defined as all the money the system spends in order to convert inventory

into throughput.The author does an excellent job explaining his concepts, especially how to work

with constraints and bottlenecks (processes in a chain of processes, such that their limited capacity

reduces the capacity of the whole chain). He makes the reader empathize with Alex Rogo and his

family and team. Don't be surprised if you find yourself cheering for Alex to succeed.The importance

and benefits of focusing on the activities that are constraints are clearly described with several

examples in "The Goal". One example from the book is the one in which Alex takes his son and a

group of Boy Scouts out on a hiking expedition. Here Alex faces a constraint in the form of the

slowest boy, Herbie.

The author of this business novel thinks he's the Messiah. The gist of the 384-page book could

have been expressed in a page, and some of it is obvious. But it may be useful anyway, and it's an

entertaining read.His schtick is that one can achieve great gains by identifying the bottlenecks

('constraints') that are blocking improved performance toward your goal, and then doing anything

necessary to unblock those constraints - even if this means inefficiently using other non-bottleneck

resources.He says that one should think of the cost of each resource as including its effect on the

whole system. So if a machine costs $1K/month to operate, but its rate of production is preventing

the business from accepting or fulfilling extra orders that would represent $10K/month in profits,

then the true cost of the machine is $11K.It follows that anything one can do to remove that

bottleneck would be worthwhile, provided it adds less than the amount saved to the cost and

doesn't introduce a new bottleneck. It's fine if you have to overpay for other resources or use them

inefficiently as long as you accomplish this.It then becomes a matter of analyzing and brainstorming

all the ways that bottleneck can be reduced. For instance:- Can extra capacity be added, even if it is

less efficient or uses antiquated equipment or is outsourced to a vendor?- Can you prioritize the use

of the bottlenecked resource so that high-profit and time-sensitive work comes first?- Can you divert

work that doesn't need to go through the bottleneck, even if it would then go through another more

cumbersome process?- Can you prevent work from reaching the bottleneck if Quality Control will

eventually reject it?
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